Chamilo LMS - Bug #7847
Survey Instrument
23/09/2015 10:23 - AliaMori.com

Status: Bug resolved
Priority: Normal
Assignee: Survey
Category: Survey
Target version: 1.10.0
Complexity: Normal

Start date: 23/09/2015
Due date:
% Done: 100%
Estimated time: 0.00 hour
Spent time: 0.00 hour
SCRUM pts - complexity: ?

Description
I put an example survey using all 9 functions/options on the unstable.chamilo.org platform, under "alia's course". Very nice.

Here are a couple of observations:

1. When trying to copy the survey I get a fatal error.

2. In my opinion it is important that the "Perforamance" question and the "dropdown" question have a "=" as the default answer otherwise the margin of error will dramatically increase with survey results. The Percentage question already has a "=" as the default answer (which is good).

Many thanx for your time.

Associated revisions
Revision 0873af92 - 25/09/2015 01:43 - José Loguercio
Implemented survey answer type comment - Refs #7847

Revision d022ef0f - 25/09/2015 01:45 - José Loguercio
Fixed bug when copy a survey shows a fatal error - Refs #7847

Revision d7a0dd62 - 25/09/2015 06:34 - Yannick Warnier
Merge pull request #849 from jloguercio/7847
Fixed Fatal Error on copy survey and other bugs fixes - Refs #7847

Revision 575f61db - 25/09/2015 17:48 - José Loguercio
minor bug fixed to return correctly the survey - Refs #7847

Revision 7464037d - 25/09/2015 17:51 - Yannick Warnier
Merge pull request #850 from jloguercio/temp7847
minor bug fixed to return correctly the survey - Refs #7847

History
#1 - 23/09/2015 10:30 - AliaMori.com
Forgot:

1. The "comments" question on the survey is not working for me., and
2. I am not sure if the "new page"/"section" title is supposed to show up on the survey. Currently, it is not visible, and
3. It would be helpful if there were a function for "required" questions.

cheers.

#2 - 24/09/2015 01:26 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to José Loguercio
Hi R,

Changes have been sent to unstable.chamilo.org for you to check (when you get the chance). Please let us know if that works out for you.

#4 - 26/09/2015 02:01 - AliaMori com

Greetings.

You guys are magicians. Here are my comments on the updates to surveys:

1. When trying to copy the survey I get a fatal error: **Fixed**

2. In my opinion it is important that the "Performance" question and the "dropdown" question have a "=" as the default answer otherwise the margin of error will dramatically increase with survey results. The Percentage question already has a "=" as the default answer (which is good). **Fixed. This small detail makes for a much more reliable survey instrument.**

3. The "comments" question on the survey is not working for me. **Fixed. Thank you,**

3. I am not sure if the "new page"/"section" title is supposed to show up on the survey. Currently, it is not visible **Not fixed, but no big deal. It is common on surveys that we split surveys by section title (not just page break). For example: Section 1: Background, Section 2: Past Experience, Section 3: Future Needs. I suggest that this be a feature for 2.0**

4. It would be helpful if there were a function for "required" questions. "I was not clear enough with what I might about this (having some questions being optional and others being mandatory). Perhaps this could be a feature in 2.0.

5. A further suggestion for a feature in 2.0: Add a pdf and /or txt print function so that we can 1). Distribute draft versions for review by non-Chamilo users and 2). Distribute the same survey for filling out to those who do not have access to the internet.

I suggest to close this ticket as, in my opinion, all is nicely resolved. Cheers.*

#5 - 28/09/2015 16:01 - Yannick Warnier

- Status changed from Needs testing to Assigned
- Assignee set to José Loguerio
- % Done changed from 90 to 80

AliaMori com wrote:

3. I am not sure if the "new page"/"section" title is supposed to show up on the survey. Currently, it is not visible **Not fixed, but no big deal. It is common on surveys that we split surveys by section title (not just page break). For example: Section 1: Background, Section 2: Past Experience, Section 3: Future Needs. I suggest that this be a feature for 2.0**

We will check that.

4. It would be helpful if there were a function for "required" questions. "I was not clear enough with what I might about this (having some questions being optional and others being mandatory). Perhaps this could be a feature in 2.0.

Added as #7858

5. A further suggestion for a feature in 2.0: Add a pdf and /or txt print function so that we can 1). Distribute draft versions for review by non-Chamilo users and 2). Distribute the same survey for filling out to those who do not have access to the internet.

Added as #7859

I suggest to close this ticket as, in my opinion, all is nicely resolved. Cheers.*

In general, feel free to create more tasks (as long as you don't assign a version or a person yourself). This allows for a clear distribution and management (whereas suggesting one in another that is about to get closed is almost a guarantee of leaving the suggestion to die :-) )

Thanks for suggesting, by the way! No guarantee we will do it, but we will consider it.

#6 - 29/09/2015 23:15 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Assigned to Bug resolved
- Assignee deleted (José Loguerio)
- % Done changed from 80 to 100

Closing because the section-title recommendation is actually really difficult to implement at this stage. Please report as a new feature request if you'd like to see that implemented in 2.0.